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Wolcott Selectboard Meeting 
June 27, 2017 

 
 
 
 

Members Present:    Belinda Clegg, Richard Lee, Eric Furs, Kim Gravel, Michael Davison 
Members Absent:      None 
Town Employees:     Bernard Earle 
Public:                           Ian Grant, Amy Touchette on phone. 
Reporter:                      None 
 

Eric called the meeting to order at 6:06 p.m. 
 
Amendments to the Agenda: 

 Sign Appointment of Fire Warden:  Board appointed Arlo Sterner as Fire Warden back in 
April 2017.   

 Appointment of LCPC Representative to Board:  Discussion.  Motion by Belinda to 
appoint Maxfield English.  Seconded by Eric.  Voting:  5 in favor, 0 against.   

 Better Back Roads Grant:    Discussion.  Motion by Belinda to sign and accept the grant.  
Seconded by Eric.  Voting:  5 in favor, 0 against. 

 
Ian Grant - Report on stray dog:  Ian Grant had gone to Lamoille Kennels and assessed Rex (the 
dog that was abandoned and left tied at the Fire Station) Ian feels that the dog will need a lot of 
work and time changing his behavior. Amy Touchette called in by phone to say that Justice of Dogs 
had changed their minds and would take Rex and rehabiliate him. It will take a long time but it can 
be done.  Discussion. Motion by Eric to release Rex to Justice for Dogs with the understanding that 
Amy will keep us updated and if it doesn't work out the town will pay for Rex to be put down.  
Richard seconed the motion. Voting:  5 in favor, 0 against.   
 
Conservation Easement : Discussion about towns right of way and problems that could arise 
from flooding the land.  Motion by Belinda to approve with reservations.  Seconded by Eric.  
Voting:  5 in favor, 0 against.  Belinda will send letter explaining concerns. 
 
Municipal Roads Grant: discussion about areas affected. Kim made the motion to sign the 
municipal roads grant.  Michael seconded the motion. Voting:  5 in favor, 0 against.   

 
Old Business: 
Highway:  Eric would like all minutes and highway related items emailed to the highway 
department to keep them in the loop.  Also Skip to come to next meeting to discuss work plans and 
issues. 
MSI: Belinda to contact MSI about painting the rest of the building gray. 
Pots in Town: Pots need more flowers contact Kee Gillen.  Kim suggested we contact the summer 
school program and see if they would like to paint the pots as part of summer school art. 
Directed Patrol:  Town Office and Town Parking lot. 
Motion to Adjourn:  Motion by Belinda to adjourn the meeting at 7:15 pm.  Seconded by Richard.  
Voting:  5 in favor, 0 against.  The next Selectboard meeting is scheduled for July 19, 2017. 
 
Respectfully submitted by Belinda Clegg. 
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